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SCREEN TEMPERATURES A D 10 m TEMPERATURES* 

By F. L OEWE 

(Institute of Polar Studies, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 432 10, U .S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. At places with an a nnua l mean temperature lower than - 20°C on the Greenland and Anta rctic ice sheets, the temperature at a depth of 10 m is close to the a nnual mean at the surface a nd at the level of the meteorological shelter. "Vith tempera tures higher than about - 35°C the size and sign of the differences vary. With lower temperatures the 10 m temperature becomes increasingly lower than the a ir tempera ture, at the coldes t Antarctic station, " P lateau", by nearl y 4 deg. 
R ESUME. Les temperatures a tecrall meteorologique et a la proJol1deur de 1 0 Ill. Sur les ca lottes glaciaires, dans les regions a temperature annuel le inferieure a - 20°C, Ies tempera tures du neve a une profondeur de 10 m sont pres de la temperature m oyenne au nivea u de I'ecra n meteorologique. Jusqu 'a une tempera ture d'environ - 3SoC, les differences ne sont pas systematiques. Avec des temperatures plus bass.es, le neve devient d e plus en plus froid en compa ra ison avec la temperature de I'ai r a la ha uteur de 10 m. A la sta tion la plus froide, " Plateau", la d ifference es t presque de 4 deg. 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Wetterhiittell- und 10 tIl- T emperatllrell. 1 n Gebieten des gronlandischen und a ntarktischen Inlandeises mit einer mittl eren J a hrestempera tur von wenige r a ls - 20°C liegt die T empera tur in 10 m Tiefe na he bei der mittleren J ahrestempera tu r a n der O berAache und in H ahe der meteorologischen ' ''' e tterhlitte. Bei T emperaturen liber - 35°C va rii eren d ie Unterschiede nach G rasse und Vorzeichen. Bei nied rigeren Temperaturen wird die 10 m-Tempera tur zunehmend niedriger a ls die Lufttemperatur ; a n der kiiltesten a nta rktischen Station, " Plateau" , erreicht der U nterschied fast 4 d eg. 

I N TROD UCTION 

I t is generally accepted that in the accumulation areas of ice shee ts the temperature of the fi rn at a depth of about 10 m is very close to the annual mean temperature of the air at screen level. This makes it possible to determine the latter temperature by one measurement in a bore hole. If, additionally, the vertical distribution of temperature and density is observed , it is possible to calculate the approximate annual temperature variation at the surface (K och and VVegener, 1930) . At a dep th of 10 m the annual variation of temperature is reduced to abou t I % of the surface variation , i.e. no more than o.SoC, which is less than the standard devia tion of the annual mean at screen level. The variation at " Byrd station" is o.s oC and at the South Pole it is o 'SoC (Phillpot, 1967) . Consequently this uncertainty can be neglected . T he near-equality applies to those parts of the ice sheets in which the temperature rise in summer is not high enough to produce substantial m elting near the surface and non-conductive heat transpor t downwards by infiltration and refreezing of melt water in the deeper layers. This region corresponds roughly to the pa rts enclosed by the iso therm of - 6°C of the warmest month , Benson's " dry snow facies", and that part of his " infil trat ion facies" in which the mean maximum of the warmest month does not exceed o°C (Benson , 1962 ) . It covers about half of the Green land ice sheet and the g reates t pa rt of the Antarctic ice shee t. 

S H ELTER TEMPERATURES AND SUR FACE TEMPER ATURES 

Evidently the 10 m temperature depends not upon the temperature at screen level but upon the temperature of the snow surface itself. They need not be identical. Considering annual means, the surface temperature can be higher than the screen temperature. This is the normal condition over land where, during the hours of daylight, the strong absorption of solar radiation raises the temperature of the uppermost surface layers far beyond that of the a ir, whilst during the hours of darkness the surface cools relatively much less below the air temperature (Geiger, 196 1) . It might be different if a snow cover is present. 
First, the high reflective power of the snow leads to a smaller heat intake at the surface, while the absorption of radiation by the air remains unchanged or m ight even be enhanced 
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during the repeated passage of the reflected radiational flux (Loewe, 1963). Secondly, most 

of the incoming radiation absorbed by the snow is not retained at the surface itself but pene

trates below the surface . Only part of this absorbed energy returns by convection and scatter

ing to the surface; another fraction goes downwards. There are d etailed studies of the tem

perature distribution above and below a snow surface (Geiger, 1961 ) ; but for regions withou t 

substantial melting in summer very few series of simultaneous shelter and surface tempera

tures extending over a whole year, as needed for the purpose of comparing shelter and IQ m 

temperatures, seem to be available . It is a lso difficult to obtain reliable data for the surface 

temperature of a snow cover. In most cases the authors of the following results extrapolated 

the surface temperature from thermo-electrical m easurements at a small distance above or 

below the surface. The method of observation at the Soviet stations is no t known. 

Benson (1962 ), extrapolating from the first observations made in 193 1 by Georgi (1943) 

at Eismitte, found that the mean annual surface temperature there was 0.7 °C lower than the 

temperature in the shelter, and at Site 2 it was 0.6°C lower. At Maudheim the mean annual 

temperature at a height of 2.5 m is - q.6°C; at 0 m it is - 18.0°C (Liljequist, 1956- 57 ). 

During the summer months, November to February, the temperatures at these heights are 

identical , - 7. l oC ; however, the 0 m temperatures are extrapolated from observations 5 to 

10 cm above the surface and might not be quite correct (Berg, 1957). At " Little America V " 

(Hoinkes, 1961 ) the surface temperature from April to August is about 1 deg lower than the 

temperature at a height of 2 m compared to 1.7 deg at Eismitte for the corresponding months 

(Georgi , 1943). Rusin (1961 ) has made extensive calculations of the difference between the 

temperature at 2 m and that at the surface for Antarctic stations. The available observations 

suggest that with d ecreasing temperature the surface gets increasingly colder than the shelter. 

This is clearly shown by surface temperatures given by Rusin ( 196 I) for the Soviet stations in 

east Antarctica (Table 1) . Locations and heights of the stations are given in Tables III and IV. 

TAB L E 1. SHELTER AND SURFACE TEMPERATURES (QC) ; ANNUAL MEANS 

Mean shelter temperature 
M ean surface temperature 
Shelter minus surface 

Piollcrska),a 

- 38.2 

- 38.7 
+ 0·5 

Komsomolska),a 

- 52 .5 
- 53.8 
+ 1.3 

Vostok 

- 55-4 
- 57· 5 

+ 2. 1 

(Rusin 's table 16 shows that at Pionerskaya there are amazing temperature differences between 

the monthly means at 0 cm and at I and 2 cm d epth, but he has not stated how these observa

tions were made. ) At the South Pole (Dalrymple, 196 I), hourly observations of temperature 

for 170 d gave the mean difference between the surface and 2 m height for different temperature 

interva ls as shown in Table 11 . 

TABLE II. TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES (OC ) BETWEEN A I R A T 2 m AND SU RFACE AT SOUTH POLE 

Temperature 
M ean difference 

(shelter minus surface) 

>- 40 

- 0·45 
- 40 to - 50 

- 0.05 
- 50 to - 60 

+ 0·95 
- 60 to - 70 

+ 1.1 5 
<- 70 

+ 1·35 

With lower temperature the surface temperature gets increasingly cold er ; this is corro

borated by the fact that also between the shelter level and the level of the highest temperature 

the m ean strength of the inversions increases with decreasing temperature (Liljequist, 

1956- 57). At Thule, Greenland, inversions starting from the surface are, from November to 

April, 2t times stronger than from May to O ctober (Bilello, 1966) ; the mean shelter tempera

tures during these half years are - 23°C and - 1°C, respectively. '-IVe can thus expect a 

similar difference between the mean annual temperatures in the shelter and those at 10 m 

below the surface. 
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SHELTER TEMPERATURES AND [0 m TEMPERATU RES 

In the appropriate regions of the ice sheets the [0 m temperatures normally decrease with increasing latitude and height (Bull , [964; Mock and W eeks, 1965, 1966) . But there are cases where the firn temperature rises with increasing height (Taylor, 1965 ; Cameron and others, 1968) . T hese anomalous temperatures are found in regions with a substantial slope of the surface; and it is believed that the higher speed of the down-flowing wind near the surface and the resulting stronger turbulence lowers the level of the warm air above, produces stronger mixing and thus raises the temperature at shelter level and at the surface (Liljequist, 1956- 57, fig . 2 I). If this explanation is accepted , the abnormally high 10 m temperatures are a consequence of the relatively warm temperature at and near the surface; they are not caused by an abnormal temperature difference between the shelter level and the surface. 
If the 10 m temperatures are in fact determined by the mean annua l temperatures at the snow surface itself, the question arises as to how far they can be identified with the air temperature at shelter level, as is frequently done. Tabl es III and IV give the mean annual temperatures in the shelter and at a depth of 10 ID and the difference shelter minus 10 m in Greenland and Antarctica for those places that are outside the region of substantial summer melt and for which data at both levels are available. 
As the tables show, there are some uncertainties since the different authors do not completely agree. In Greenland, with the exception of the lowest stations (Camp Century and Site 2), the air temperatures are markedly lower than the temperatures at depths of 8 and 10 m. The reason for this is not clear. The supply of geothermal and frictional heat from below is insignificant. It is very doubtful whether a very recent warm period could be the cause. But the sense of the difference corresponds to that found at the South Pole (Tabl e II ) ror the same temperatures (> - 40°C ). The relative warmth of the firn might possibly have something to do with the fact that the accumulation , at Eism itte and Station Centrale (33 cm water equivalent), fall s mostly with temperatures which exceed the average temperature considerably. At Eismitte, in cases of strong snowfall , the temperature is 6°C higher than on the preceding day (Loewe, 1935) . 
The conditions in Antarctica are different rrom those of the Greenland ice sheet. At a nnual means warmer than - 30DC the difference between the temperature at shelter level and at a depth of J 0 m is small. At colder places the temperature of the firn drops increasingly below that at the height orthe screen. At the coldest station , " Plateau", the [0 m temperature is a lmost 4 DC lower than the screen temperature. The difference is, however, much bigger than at the similarly situated station Vostok. It can be expected that the deficit or the [0 m 

TABLE LIl. TEMPERATURES (QC) AT SC R EEN LEVEL AN D AT 10 1n, AND D I FFE RENCES SHELTER r..H NUS 10 nl , GREEN L AND 

T emJJfra - T emp('Ya-
lure flire Station L OClIliOlt H eight .rears shell e r Source - 10 III Source Difference m 

C a mp Century la t. 77 0 
10' N . I 910 '960- 63 - 23 ·5 H ogue, 1964, table 35 - 24·5 ,\'.I oc k a nd 'Necks, + 1. 0 long. 6 , ° oB' W. 

' 965, p. 28 Si lc '2 )a t. 77 0 03' N. , 990 ' 953- 57 - 24·'2 Hague, 1964 - 23·7 M ock a nd vVeeks: 1965 long. 56° 07' W. - 23 ·9 H aywood a nd - 2~·3 Bc nson, 1962 
Holleyman , 196 . 

- 23 ·8 Bcnson, 1962 - 24·4 Be nson, 1962 (8 Ill) 
- 24-4 (llenson , 1962; su rface, - 24·0 H ogue, ' 964 (8 m ) 

correc ted ) Xorthice lac 78° 04' N . 2345 1952- 54 - 29·9 H ogue, ' 964 - 28.0 H ogue , ' 964 (8 m ) - 2 .0 long. 38° 29 ' \ ·V. - 30.2 J-Iaywood and - 28 Bull, '958 (no depth) 
Holleyman , 196 1 St:l lion Ce nt ra le Ja t. 70° 54' N. 2965 ' 949-5 ' - 28.2 Hogue, ' 964 - 28.0 H ogue, ' 964 (8 m ) long. 40° 38' W. - 28.3 Ra tzki, J 960 - 27 ·4 Pe rez, ['952] 

- 27·5 .M ock a nd Weeks, 1965 - 0 .6 Eism itte la t. 71 ° 11' N. 3000 ' 930-3 ' - 30.2 Georg i, 1935 j Locwc, - 28. ' Sorge, 1935 - 2 . 1 long. 39° 56' W . 1935 
- 30.7 H ogue, ' 964 
- 30·9 Bcnson, 1962 j surface - 28.0 H ague, ' 964 (8 m ) 
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TAB LE IV . TEMPERATU R ES (QC) AT SCREEN LEVEL AND AT 10 m, AND DIFFERENCES SH ELT ER MINUS 10 m, ANTARCTI CA 

T em/Jera. Tempera-

ture lure 

Slation Location H eight r ears shelte r Source - 10 III Source D i1!trl'llcf. 

m 

"Little lat. 78° 30' S. 30 1939- 40 - 23·7 Wexler, 196 1; correc ted - 23· 7 \'Vade , 1945 0.0 

America Ill" lo ng. 1630 50' W. - 23·2 Court , 1949 - 22·9 Court, 1949 

"Little lat . 78° 11 ' S. 42 195 7-58 - 22 .8 U.S. Weather Bureau, - 23·5 Crary, 196 1 + 0·7 

America V" long. 162 0 12 ' ' \T. 1962 

- 23·3 P hi Ilpot , 196 7 

ElIsworth la t. 77° 43' S. 43 1957- 58 - 23-4 U .5. Weather Bureau, - 24·3 Aughenbaugh and + o.S 

long. 4 1° 0 7' W . 1962- o the rs, 1958, p. 39 

- 24. 1 Aughenbaugh and 
o the rs, 1958, p . 40 

E ights lat. 75° IS'S. 450 1964- 65 - 25·9 U. S. ' '\.leather BUI'cau. - 24.8 Sh imizu, 1964 - 1 . 1 

long. 77° 07' W. 1962-

HByrd" la t. 80° 00' S. 1 5 15 195 7- 6 7 - 28.3 U. S. Weathe r Bureau, - 28.3 Dalrymple, 1966 + 0.2 

long. 12 0 0 00' W. 1948, 1962 - 28.6 K oerner, 1964 

Phi Ilpot, 1967 - 28. 2 Anderson, 1958 

- 28. 1 Da lrym p le, 1966 (- 27.9 ) Marshall and Gow, 
1958 

Charcot lat. 69° 22' S . 2400 1957-58 - 3 7·3 Centre National de la - 38.0 Lorius, 1964 + 0. ; 

long. 139° 0 1' E . R eche rc he Sc ienti fiquc, 
196 1 

Pionerskaya lat. 89° 44' S. 2740 1956-58 - 38.0 R usin, 196 1; - 39·4 A ver'yan ov, 1958 ; + 1-4 

long . 95° 3 1' E . Dalrymple, 1966 Dalrymple , t 966 

South Pole lat. 90° 00 ' S. 2 800 1957- 67 - 49 ·3 Dalrymplc, 1966 - 50.8 Giovinetto , 1960 ; + 1·5 
Dalrymple a nd 
o thers, J 963 

K omsomolskaya lat. 74° 06' S. 3500 1958 - 52 .2 R usin , 1961 - 53·9 Aver'yanov, 1958 ; + 1.7 

long. 97° 30' E . - 52·5 Dalrymple, 1966 Da lrymple, 1966 

V ostok la t. 78° 28' S. 3 490 1958- 6 7 - 55.6 U. S. Weathe r Bureau , - 57· 3 A ver'yanov, 1958 ; + 1. 7 

long . 106° 48' E . 1948- Dalrymple, 1966 

- 56 .4 Dalrymple, 1966 

"Plateau " tat. 79° 18' S. 3620 1966- 68 - 56.6 U .5. Weathe r Bureau, - 60.5 R adok and others. + 3·9 

long . 40° 30' E . 1948- ; pe rsonal 1968 

informati on 
- 59·9 Kuhn, unpublished + 3·3 

temperature increases with lower temperatures, because many observa tions show tha t the 

inversions of temperature from 2 m upwards get stronger with lower tempera ture (Liljequist, 

1956- 57; Bilello, 1966), and the same is likely to occur between the surface a nd 2 m also. 

T he correlation between the mean tempera ture a t the seven coldest An tarctic stations a nd the 

temperature d eficit of the 10 m tempera tures is of the order of 0. 7 ; but it must be conceded 

that the very big deficit of the coldest sta tion , " Pla teau" , con tribu tes very strongly to its size. 

If only regions of insignificant melting a re considered , i t still appea rs established that in the 

interior of the G reenla nd ice sheet the temperatures a t a depth of I 0 m are m ostly higher than 

at shelter level. On the Antarctic ice sheet a nd on the ice shelves down to a mean annual 

temperature of - 30°C, the temperature a t a d ep th of 10 m is similar to the annual mean in the 

m eteorological screen . In colder regions the 10 m temperature is systematically colder tha n 

the air at 2 m height. The difference increases by about I DC for a drop of the m ean tempera

ture of IO ° C . T his difference migh t be taken in to accoun t if temperatures a t a depth of 10 m 

a re used to d erive the m ean annual tem peratures of the a ir near the surface in the in terior 

of the Antarctic con tinen t. 

MS. received 29 July 1969 
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